Some Resisting Trump: TAKING TO THE STREETS

Tuesday, May 2, 2017

Ortiz said to applause, “We respect this flag, this country,” as well as against Trump’s proposed border wall. A rally at the federal building in downtown Los Angeles on Monday in response to the city’s massive May Day march descended into a chaotic back-and-forth between Trump supporters and a group of counterprotesters clad in black, with masks and handcuffs covering their faces. Several of the pro-Trump activists claimed their opponents, who waved a flag emblazoned with the words “Anti-fascist Action,” were part of the radical Antifa group that many believe were involved with the mayhem that broke out at a rally in Berkeley two weeks ago. They did not appear to be aligned with the larger May Day march that was originating from MacArthur Park and marched by miles through closed streets to City Hall downtown. Participants from a network of 100 labor and civic groups lined banners and, as well as a giant American flag, to speak in favor of workers’ rights and better wages, as well as a giant American flag, to speak in favor of workers’ rights and better wages, as well as a giant American flag, to speak...